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Abstract. The notion of countsbly-compactifiabiiity has been introduced by Morita. in ihis 
paper, we givr: necessary and suffkient conditions for a space to admit t3~e dxed eotntably- 
compactification and investigate properties of M-spaces with the closed countably-compacti;- 
fkation. Finally we consider the relationship between the classes B aBd Q W 
F- --. 
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1. Introduction 
Throughout his paper, by a space we shall mean a completely regular 
T1 space, and ail functions and maps are assumed to be continuous. AC- 
cording tc Morita [ 23, 241, a space S is a couF;ttubZy-co~ul!pact~f~cation 
(c-d) of a given space X if: 
(a) S is countably compact (cc) and contains X as a dense subset, 
(b) every cc closed subsist of X is closed in 2s also. 
In case X admits a c-cf, X is said to be cou?zt~bZy=coPnpac,ts~Q61e. 
Morita has proved several interesting results: 
(II) X admits the one-point c-cf iff X satisfies1 the condition (CT;-0) (cf. 
4.1 below). 
-space X admits the one-point c-cf iff there is a quasi-perfect 
map from X onto a locally compact metric space. 
(3) An M-space X is homeomorphic to a closed subset of the prod 
of a metric space with a cc space iff X is cournably compactifiabie. 
In this paper, we introdvce the notion of a Izlosed c:-cf, which 
us with the uniqueness of the closed c-cf if it exists (Theorem 3.5) an 
necessary and sufficient conditions for X to admit the closed c-c 
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orems 4.2,4.3 and 4.6) which are generalizations of the above (1). Con- 
oerniqg a.2 M-space X with the closed c-cf S, Theorem 5.2 displays the 
r&&x&p between pX_PX and the X*-section of S, that is, X* n S 
must b? i.n &.i’-+X. We furthermore generalize (2) above as follows: If 
X is a loc:all~* ccM-space, then X admits a c-cf iff PX is locally compact, 
or, equivalently, if there is a quasi-perfect map from X onto a locally 
compact m.&ic space (Theorem 5.6). We give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for ;m M-space with a c-cf to admit the closed c-cf (Theorem 
5.8). Concerning products of M-spaces with the closed c-cf, we charac- 
terize in Section 6 a locally compact paracompact M-space (Theorem 
6.2) and consider the relationship between the classes B and aM. It is 
shown that if X is an M-space with the closed c-cf S, then S E (5 iff 
XE 0, ; and that if X is an M-space with a c-cf such that every c-cf of 
X belongs to Q , thk:n X E 6 (Theorems 6.4 and 6.6). 
In the sequel we use the terminologies and conventions ?f [ 61, and 
furthermore the following notations and abbreviations: 
x” = px-x, 
S*=Sn X* forSC px1 
cl&I = cl@, 
int& = intOA, 
c-cf - countably-compactification, 
cc - countably compact, 
PC - pseudocompact, 
rpc - relatively pseudocompact, 
nbd -1 neighborhood, 
pc-type - pointwise countable type, 
N - the set of positive integers, 
Q - the sGt of rationals, 
9 - the first uncountable ordinal, 
“0 - the first countable ordinal, 
A $ _t3 denotes the topolo,gical sum of two spaces A and B. 
If q is ai map from X onto Y, then we denote by @ the Stone exten- 
sion of ‘p from /3X onto /3Y. 
fs is the Stone extension off over /3X for every f~ C *(X), 
R(X) (resp. S(X) or ES(X)> denotes the set of all points which have 
no compact (resp. pc or cc) nbd. 
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In this section, for later use, we begin by recording simyjle facts and 
formalize the cone :@s with definitions. 
As pointed out by Morita [ 231, if X admits a c-cf, then there is a 
c-cf S of X with X C S C OX. Hence we will consider only a c-cf 2,’ of 
X as a subspace of @X with the exception of Section 6. 
2.1. Ddinition. .For u c.-cf S of X, $* = As I? A?’ is called the X*-section 
ofc’i. In case S” is closed in X”, S is said to be a closed c=cfofX or 8 
c-cf with a closed X*-se&ion. We recall that X is iisoco~~~~ct [“J] if tiny 
cc closed subset of X is always compact. A subset F of X irs rpc if fiPi . 
is bounded for eack ,f E C(X). It is known that 
(1) a pc subset is rpc, 
‘2) if the closure ,c;f an open set U is rpc, then cl U is pc, 
t-/e denote by C;LX the completion of X with respect o its .fineat ltrni- 
formity. In case X = PX, X is said to be topologically complete. A sub- 
set F of X is said to be of cwntabl~ dumcter if there is a collection 
{lJn : n E N, F C b& } , call& a countabl’e base r:lt F, of open sets of 
X such that every irpen set containing F contains ome Un . Originally, 
the notion of pc-type’ has been introduced by Akngelskii [ 1 ]I. YV’e 
genttralize this notion as follows: Let X c I”, we say t:hat A” is of pc- 
typf in Y if every point of X is contained in a compact subset (of Y) 
of countable character. 
For future use, the following is stated las a lemma. 
2.2, Lemma. For any X, we have the fohwiptg: 
(1) For my p E /3X--U,r, there exists hi3 E C@X) such th-rt 0 S ho 5 I 
and [6] 
p E Z(h@) (the zero set of hP) c @X-+X. 
(2) For each ffl E C(px) with Z(ffl) C vX, X f3 Z(fi?) is a non-mqr@y 
rpc subset of X and clfl (X f-l Z(jq) = 2(/q. 
’ The class of spaces of countable type was introduced lay Henriksen arid Nell [St un 
name Lindebf at infinity. 
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(3) If cl,F c vX for a closed subset F of X, then F is rpc. 
(4)Xc IXC vxc pX(cf [19])? 
(5) A rpc &sed sttbsei uf n topologically complete spmze is compact 
W . , 
Proof. (2) x n Z(j-fl) = Z@lX) is obviously rpc and c$(X n Z(P)) 
c Z(f’@). Suppose that there is a point p f Zcfp) -c$(X n Z(fa)). Take 
9p E C(pX) with g@(p) = 0 and # = 1 on ci,(X n Z(P)) anJ put ho = 
fp + I&. Then we have Z@) C uX--X, which is impossible. 
(3) is obvious. 
2.3. Lemma. p.X--uX is dense in /3X+X and hence clp@X-u.X) = 
clp(&Cflx). 
Proof. Xf /!P E (px- @X) - cl&IX - vX), then p E VX - X and then:: is 
a zero set Z(fp) for somef@ E C(px) withp E Z(fp) and 
Z(p) n @X-4%) = (0. 
Since ZY;a) C vX9 by 2.2 we havlv 
ZV@) = cl,(X n Zlcfp)) c px, 
which is impossible because p $i r.lX and p C Z@) C PX by 2.2. 
Dugundji 131 defined a weakk’y normal qme 3 as a generalization of 
a normal space and Hansard [ 71 furthermore generalized this notion- 
and defined a space X to be welk separated if for any sequence {xn ) in 
X having no cluster points, there is a locally finite sequence of open 
sets {:U,) with x, E e/n for each n E N. In 2.4 we shall introduce’: the 
2 JJX hss man:1 properties analogous to those of vX. For instance, pla: is characterized as a space 
Y w,,th the properties; (a), Y is a topnlogicaily complete space containing X as a dense sub- 
space, and (‘II) every continuous map from X into a metric space 7’ can be extended to a con- 
3 tinuous map from Y into T. For a more detailed discussion of #X, see [ 16,191. 
We dealt with a weakly normal space as a space satisfying the condition [ N2 ] in [ 1 l] and 
observed thalt in such a space, countable compactness and pseudocompactnesss are equivalent 
and a counti&ly paracompact space satisfies the condition [ Nz J . 
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notion of ss-discreteness ;a  a generalization of well separatedness. The 
reasonableness of this notion will be justified as show? in the statements 
(l)-(4) of 2.5 and several results obtained1 ITIthe sequel. 
efinition. We say that a discrete: subset {x,, : yt E N} (or s,imply 
(Xn ) ) is s-discrete (rcesp. ss-discrete) provideci: that for every secjuence 
of O~CXI sets { Un } such that x,, E Un -, there is a sequence {HiI ii E N} 
and a locally finite family ( Vnj} of open subsets with Vnj c U& (resp. 
x,~ E Eli C Q,). A space has the s-dixrete (~resp. ss-discrete) property 
if any countable discrete closed subset is s-discrete (resp ssdiscrete). 
2.5. (1) The class of spaces having thft s-dis#crete property is prloperly 
contained in the clas;s of completeiy 1:egula.r ‘I’, spaces. For example, in 
X = [ 0, SE] X [0, 06) ] - (Sz, aO), thf: set {.(Qy 1 j: y2 E N j is d:iscrete but 
not sdiscrete becau.se PX = FX (see 2 6(,!4)]. For a. space having the se 
disc1 -:te property, countable compact:ne:‘;s and pseudocompact ness are 
eqi.Gvalent (see 2.7) 
(2) The class of spaces having the ssd iscrete jlroperty is larger than 
the class of well separated spaces (see Remark V.10). 
(3) If an M-space has the ss-discrete property, then X is an Mspaee 
(see 2.7(2) and 2.14). 
(41 It is easy to see that in a space lhaking the ss-discrete property, a u 
rpc &sed subset is cc. Thus a rpc closed subst *t of a topologically eom- 
plete space is cc since X has the ss-discrete property by 2.11,. Hence 
Lemma 2.2(5) follows from the famous theorem: A cc (or ilc)i &?J&~~~ 
icaZZy complete spacle is compact. This display that the notion of ss-dis- 
creteness i essential in Lemma 2.2(5]1. 
2.6. Pmpo~itlon. (I. ) If X i?~ coun tably pcrraccompact, then X is well se- 
parti ted. 
(2) If X is well separated, then X has rhe ss-discrete property. 
(3) If (x, ) is ss-discrete, then it is s&crete. 
(4) If (xn } is s-discrete, then cIp J[xn } rj cl&3X--~Xj + Q* 
(5) If X has the ss-discrete property, t ken fbr two db;loint Dodd s& 
sets A and B such that A is rpc and 
there is a subset Cofk: such that A 
ICI = N,. 
B is tl dixtPete countable subset3 ~%lnlr 
and C ar el completely separate 
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oaf. (l), (2) and (3) are clear. 
(4) suppose that d, (Xn } n cl&3X-&LX) = >* ‘Yhen there i; an open 
nbd U of the set ix, } with 
By 2.2, X (7 cl, U is pc, which contradicts the s-discreteness of ix, ). 
(5 j Since X has the ss-discrete property, there is a subs{ t C of B such 
that ICI = H, and cl@ C -C C 13X--uX. Om the other hand, A being rpc 
we have cl@ C p,ly. Obvious&y, clB C n $A = 8. This irn),‘! 
and C are completely separated. 
2.7. Corollary. Let X be ce space having the s-discrete pr,>perty. Then we 
have: 
( 1) X W cl, @X--+X) is cc. 
(2) The pseudocompactness of X implies the count:lble compactness 
of x. 
(3) The closure of a cc subset of X is cc. 
Proof. (1) is an immediate consequence of 2.6(4). 
(2) follows from 2.6(4) and the definition of s-di.screteness, and the 
fact that if X is pc, then there is no 10~11~ finite fi:Lmily {& ) of open 
sets such that UR n Unz = fl (n + m). 
(3) follows from (2) because the closure of a CG subset is pc. 
. Proposition. The folio wing are equivakn t fcjr a discret-e closed sub- 
( 1) (“n } is ss-discWe ; 
(2) Cl, (Xni) rl (PX-VX) # $9 for some (IliZ i kI IV). 
(3) Cl, (Xni } fl (P;El-FX) # $9 for some (iii: j 6; N} e t- 
(2) * (3) j.s obvious and (3) =+ (2) follcjws from 2.2(3) and (5). 
(1) * (2). Since (Xn ) is ss-discrete, there i.s ai locality finite: family 
C: V”ni) of open sets of X with xni E V&.. Thk shlows the existence of some 
f E C*(X) SUCK. that 0 *< f < 1, f = 1 on X-Wi Vnr, f(xfli) = l/t+ and 
l/ni <-f C, I. on V;i *. By 2.3, 
1 
) ~=r (1j. Let p f ~1~ (xni} n (PX-uX). E:;y 2.2, there is a function 
J3 such that j%@) = 0,O < fl 5 1 and Z(fa) C pX--vX. With- 
of generality we may assume that j’l (A,~) := 11~ which implies 
the ss-disreteness of (xpt }. 
2. eorem. If X is topoZogicaZZy compl’ete, thlen X has the ss-diwI;?te 
property. 
Proof. Let {x, } be a discrete closed subset and suppose that 
~1~ {x, } n (@X--&Y) = 8’. By 2.2 the set {.x, 11 is rpc and hence cl0 {Ix, ) 
c pX = X, which is a co:ntradiction. Thus we have ~1~ {xn ) n @X+X) 
# 8, which shows the s+discreteness of (JC, ) by 2.8. 
2.10. Remark. Takao Hoshina pointed out that a space with the ssdis- 
Crete property is not necessarily well separated, 
For example, let X be the space S X S, where S is the Sorgznfrey line 
[ 261. Si xe ,Y is paracompact, X is topologically complete ar3 hence 
has the ss-discrete property by 2.9. But X is not well s)Fparated. 
2.11. Lemna. For any X, X n cla(@X---pX) =S(X). 
Proof. Let x E K = X n clp(pxI ux) and let V be any rjpen s&:e of /3X 
containing x and U = VI”: X. By 2.3 there is a plaint p cz Vf:l (/3X--U), 
and Zaencz there is f@ E C:(px) such that f@(p) = 0 and ~3 0 on X by 2.2. 
g = ( 1 lfp -6 1)) I X is unbounded on U, i.e., cl U is not rpc. T 
that x e S(X) and K C S(X). 
Converselly, let x E S(X). For any nbd V (in /3X) af x, there 3 an cpen 
set U (in px’ with x E cl, U c V. Suppose that V’n @X--+X) = 8. Ely 
2.2, W = cl@ 1;T fl X is rpc and contains x as an inner point, which con- 
tradicts the definition of S(X). Thus we have V 1’1 (/3X+X) # @* Since 
V is arbitrary, x cz clp(‘JW--~X), i.e., x E K and hence we have s”(X) = K. 
2.12. Proposition. The fiZZowing we equivalent fiw a ,-,-ace X: 
( 1) X is ZolcaZZy pc.
(2) cl##x-/.4x) c X”: 
(3) There exists a compact subset E uf /IX w.id‘h flX--&Y C L C X . 
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Prcmf. (I) * (2) and (2) =* (3) are immediate consequences of Lemma 
2.11. 
(3) I* ( 1) Put P = ctp@F&Y). Since P C L C X*, for any point 
x E X, there is an open nbd U of x conyained iin X such that c$ Un P = 0. 
This implies cIP U C pX” and cl U is pc. 
We summarize several properties concerning A&spaces4 and related 
spaces which are used throughout Sections 5 and 6. 
2.13. ( 1) X is an M %pace if and only if X is the qwsilperfect (or per- 
feet) image of an Ill-space [9,22,24]. 
(2) An M%puce is countably pamcompact [9]. 
(3) X k an M-space 5 if and only if r_lX is a pm-acompact M-space 
[I9,20]. 
(4) A countably paracompact M’-space is an M-spuce f 141. 
(5) A pumcompact M-space is of countable type (obvious:. 
(6) If X is of countable type, then X* is Llndeliif [8]. 
(7) If X is of pc-type, then X* is realcompact [ 271. 
2.14 nearem. An M’-space X tiving the ss-dism?te property is an M- 
space. 
Proof. Let ( UIn ) be a normal sequence of open covers of X satisfying 
the condition (M’) [ ‘141 and let cp be an Z-map from X onto a metric 
space Y constructed in [ 14, Theorem 1.11, To prove that X is an M- 
spaw, it is sufficient to show that if x, E St&, Un) for each n and 
for some fixed x0, them ix, ) has an accumulation point. Suppose that 
Ix, } is discrete. By the assumption, we have 
bj: 2.6 (if necessary we take some subsequence of {Xn } and rearrange 
it into {x,? }$. On the other hand, it is known that &x0) is an accumula- 
4 ‘Ihe %x.jQn oflW=spaces has been ktroduced by Morita. For properties of .Wspaces, see [ 19, 
aoj . 
5 A spam X is an A6space if and only if there exists an SZ-map of X onto a metric space, A 
map 9 : X -+ Y is said to be an S&map if every +(“I (y) is rpc and &IT) is closed for every zero- 
set ZofY [14]. 
tion point of (g(x, )) and @- k Y = p.X [ 131. From these arguments, 
we have that 
3, Uniqueness of the closed countablycompactifications 
We shall consider the relationship between $X-+X and the X%ec- 
tion S” of a c-cf of X. 
3.1. Lemma. Let S be a c=cfofX, 
(1) S* n (@X-+X) is dense in fix-VX (in /3X-+X by 2.3), and hence 
cl@ (OX --,r-sx) C cl,S*. &S* is closed in X*, then cl, @X-+X) n X* C S ‘,. 
(2) A f X has the s-diOscrete propmy, ,Ehen S* c c$(fl Y-PX’); es,oeciaG 
ly, ifs* is closed in X*, then cl0 @X--&V) = S*. 
Proof. (1) Let p E (6X’- vX’) - cl&S” (7 (P-X - uX). It is clear that these is 
fp E C(px) such that j’p@) = 0 and fp Z> 0 on S because p E pX--iuX. 
This is impossible because S is cc. Thus 
/3X-VX c q@* n (px-vX)) . 
(2) Let p E S* - cl,:,(@X-a). There is an open set U of PX with 
pE Uand 
Cl@ u n cl, (I?X--&lX) = $9 . 
F = X n cl@ C’ is pc and furthermore by 2.6, F must be cc, but It;‘ is not 
closed in S, which is a contradiction, 
Next we shall consider th.e relationship betwlei=n ES(X) and z closed 
c-cf s of X 
a. ES(X) = III {Ll : S(X) c D = clD and cl(X-4) is cc 11. 
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, Proof. We cknote by’A the right-hand side of 3.2. If x 4 ES(X), then 
th ,:re is a nbd t’f of w whose closure is cc. D = X-U is closed and ob- 
viously cl(X-11) is cc. Since any y of U has a cc nbd, S(X) n U = 8 
and hence S(X) C D, which shows x $ A, Conversely, let p 4 A. There 
is a closed subset D such that x $ D, S(X) C D and cl(X-D) is cc. This 
shows x $ J’S(X) and we have n = ES(X). 
3.3. Propositian. If S is a closed c-cf of X, then ES(m is isocompact 
and X n clpS* =z ES(X). 
Roof. Put K = X n cl$*. If :I; E X-K, then x 4 cl#*, and there is an 
open set U (in px) w th ~1~ U 17 clps” = $9. Since S is a c-cf, cl@ U n S = 
X n cl, U is cc and hence x 4 ES(X) and ES(X) c K. Next let x 4 ES(X) 
and V and U be nbds of x suclb that V C U, cl U is cc and 
do V n cl@ (X-u) = v:. Since S is a c-Gf, cl, U n S* = $9. Thus 
S* C’ cl,,(X-U) and hence S* 17 ~1~ U = $3, i.e., x 4 K. The isocompactness 
of ES(x) follows from the fact that S is a c-cf of X and 
X* n clpES(x) c d$* n X* = S* . 
3.4. Prcpsition. Leb s’ be a dw& c-cf of X. If T is a c-cf of X, then 
T* c S* aYtd X* n cl, T* = S*. 
Proof, If ,D E TH -S*, 
=@andpc: Ube 
then there is an open set U {in px) with S% cl0 U 
cause S” is closed in %*. Put F = X r\ cl, U since F = 
S n cLp U (and S is a c-cf, Es a cc closed subset of X But from the meth- 
od of con:strmction f F, F is not closed in T, which shows T* ic S*. 
Next let us put K = X* fl c$T*. Obviously A* u K is cc. We shall 
prove that X U K is a c-cf of X. Let F be a cc Gsed subset of X. Since 
Sis a c-cf, dp.Fn S*= 8. From the first half, we have K C S*. This 
shows that F is closed in X u K, i.e., X u K is a closed c-cf 01 X ‘Again 
from the first half, we have that S* C K and X” 17 cl0 l‘* = S”. 
Summarizing the above argunzents, we have the following theorem. 
A closed cv?f of X is wziquely determined if it exists. 
A. Morita [ 243 has proved that a space X admits a one-point c-cf if 
and only if X has the jrollowing condition (CE-0): 
(CF-0) For any cc closed subset A of X, there is fE C*cx, 
suclrthatQ<,fl l,f=OonAandJ”=l onX-B 
for some cc closed subset B of X 
Using S(X) and ES(X), we define the following two conditions (CF-11 
and (CF-II) as generalizations of (CF-0). 
(CF-I) osed subset A dkjoint from ES(X), there! 
isfE C*(X) such that 0 <fS l,f=O! onA andf= 1 
on X-B for some cc closed subset B of X disjoint 
from ES(X). 
(CF-11 -, If for any pc closed subset F disjoint from S(X) there 
exists f~ C’“(X) such that 0 ~2 f5 1, jr= 0 on F alnd 
f = 1 on X-E for some pc closed subset E of X dils- 
joint from S(X), then F is cc. 
4.2. fltaeorem. X admits the closed c-&Y r’frznd only if X zati@?t?s _ 
CO~diti%n (CF-I), sr& .E’S$) is isocompwt, 
Let Proof. Abwsity : The isocompactness of&Y(X) Irollows from 3.3, 
A be a cc closed subset of X disjoint from ES(X). S being a c-cf, 
S* fi $A = $0 and cl# c r_rX by 2.2. It is easy to see that we may take 
a set B described in (CF-I). 
Sufficiency : Put 
2 = U {cl@ : A is a cc closed subset of X disjoint from ES(X) ). 
Let A and f be in (CF-1:). Since {z: fa(z) 5 $ ) C 2, the set Z is open in 
@X and cl,+4 c &X implies Z C: &XI 
We notice thslt 2 f~ .Y = X--ES(X). For x $ ES(X) x E 2: follows from 
of ES(X), the completely regularity of’X a 
On the other hand, by the: definition, ES(X) n 2 = 8 and hence 
x n z c X-ES(X). 
Let us pZbt S = X U (@Z--Z). Obviously 
and S* is closed in X*. To prove the countable compactness of S, it is 
sufficient o show that any discrete closed set & } of X has at least 
one accumulation point in S*. If cl, (xfi } C A?--s”, then for a point 
p E clP {xn )-- (xn }, there is a cc closed subset A of X with A n ES(X) 
= $3 and p E int,clpA C: Z by the definition of 2” We take B in (CF-I), 
and we can assume that Cx, 1 c B, which contradicts the discreteness 
of {xn 1. Thus S is cc. 
The countable compactness of S leads X n c&S* = ES(X). FU the 
openness of Z implies 
x f-~ ct,s* c x-z = ES(x). 
If there is a point x E E’S(X] - X n clP S*, then there exists a compact 
nbd U (in px) of x, disjoint from cl,S? V= X n U is cc because S is 
cc. I3ut this is .impossible because; .TE ES(X). 
Finally we s)hall show that cl/ 1 S” = $3 for any cc closed subset F 
of X, Since ES(X) is isocompact - ?‘n ES(X) is compact. Suppose that 
pES*n GIflL1 whereL = F-ES(X). There is a nbd U(in px) of p with 
cl@ U r? (A’S(X) n 0) = 0. Obviously P = cl@ CT n 8’ is a cc closed subset 
of X disjoint from ES(X) and p E $A. This means that p E 2 by (CF-I), 
which is a contradiction. The above arguments show that S is the closed 
c-Gf of x. 
3. eorem. X admits the closed .xf S sifch that 5’” = X” n ~1&3X--@) 
if and on@ if .Y satisfies the condl&uzs (C&I), (CF-II) and S(X) is iso- 
compact and S(X) = ES(x). 
roof. Sufficiencry : et S be the space constructed in the proof o 
ficierrcy of 4.2. ISince cl0 (pX--pX) c~ clpS” by 3.1, we shall prove 
.S” C cl&W--p,Y). For p $ cl,(flX--pX), there are open sets 15/ and iv 
of&X and fp E Q/3X)1 sucl. that 
??:, C’c CIBUC vc ClJC pcx, 
O<f@< - -
Cl@ v r? cl~(:~X-~X) =0, 
1 3 f@ = 0 on cl0 U :tnd f@ = 1 on &V- K Since 
SW, = x 171 cl,(px-PX) 
by’2.11, cl, V r7 S(X) = $3 and hence F E= cl, U p1 X is cc by (CF-111). Ob- 
viously, p E c&F and this implies p $ S” because ES(X) = S(X). There- 
fore clP(@X--~X) 3 cl,S’ and we have 
s* = x” n clp@X-pX). 
Necessity : Let x $ S’(X) = cl, f&G-r_cX) n X. Since S is a c-cf of X, 
thert are cc closed subsets &4 and B of X such that x E int A C i4 c B and 
cl@ 11 clp(pX-+X) = 9). By the definition of ES(X), we ha;ve x $ ES(X), 
i.e., ES(X) C S(X) anId ES( .X) = S(X) bt:caus,e ,C![X) C E’S(T) is clear. The 
isocompactness ofS(X) foJows from 3.3. 
I 
To prove that X satisfies the condition (CF-II), let F be ia pc closed 
subset of X with F n S(~X) = $9. Take E and f in the asstim$tion desxib- 
ed in [CF-II). Since cl@ C p.X, we have 
Clr$ (@X-+X) c Cl@ (X-E) I 
I 
andffi = 1 on clp(pX--~X)( On the other hand,.f@ = 0 on c.$F. This im- 
plies claF C in$ PX, which shows that 
cl@ F n cl, (@X-+X) = (b 9 
we therefore have: F == clflF n S. Since S is a c-cf of X, rF must be cc. 
4.4. Proposition. If X has the s-discrete lumper@ and S is tr 22 closed c-cf 
of X, then we have: 
(1) S* = X* n ~~.~(pX-p.xf). 
(2) s’ = cl@X--&X) if and only if X is Zocally pc. 
irectly 
(2) If S i&z c-cf of X with S” (Z @X-+X, then X has the ss-discrete 
prop~y and K tJ L is pc, where K = S(X) QY R(X) and L = /IX - vXor 
IjlX-pXP respef&ely. 
Pkoof. ( I.) is clear. 
(2) Tk ss-discrete property of X follows from 2.7. Since S* u S(X) 
is a cc closed subset of S and S* is dense in pX--PX by 3.1, we have 
that S(X) W (@X-+X) is pc. Other cases xe similar. 
4.6. Theorem. 9’ is the closed c-cf of X w;,th S’ = /3X+X if and onl9 if: 
(1) X satisfies the conditions (CF-I) ar;d (W-IT); 
(2) S(X) is isacompact and S(X) = ES(A7’); 
(3) X has the ssxlixrete property; 
i(4) PX-X is of PC-type in FX. 
Proof. The necessity f&~ws by sun:marizi.ng the preceding arguments 
as follows: (1) ;;nd (2) from 4.3, (3) from 2.8 and lthat S is a c-cf, and 
(4) from the facts that cl@ and cl$* are completely separated, where 
A. is’ a cc closed subset of X disjoint from S(X). 
Slufficilency : By virture cf 4.2, 4.3 and the assumptions (1) and (2), 
to prove lthis it is sufficient o show that 
Choose p E $X-X, By (4) there is ffl E C(px) sr.ch thaz p’ E Zcfp) C: pX. 
Put 8’ = X IT Z(f@). ;By 2.1, F is a non-empty rpc subset oP X. Since every 
rpc closed subset of a space having the ss-discrete property is cc, F is cc 
by (3). 14’ i:; thereforle ck)sed. in S, and hence S* (1 clpF 3c: 0, which im- 
plies p $ cl&3X--&Y). Thus flX--pX is clo:;ed in 1”:“, which completes 
the proof. 
A. characterization of a space witL the one-pail t c-cf has been ob- 
tGncxl by Morita as stated in 4.1. Using ‘sur term. nology we 
X achits the one-poinrt c-cf if and only if II;’ admits the c-cf Iwith the corn- 
$ra c: t .P-section. 
I 
For convenience we call r:he c-cf Lc$ of X with the compacll ; * X -section 
S” the one-point c-cf of X, The following Theorem 4.7 is a #irect con- 
sequence of characterkaltion theosejas about the closed c-cf! of X. We 
note that if X admits the one-point c-cf, then X is obviously/ locally cc 
and S(X) = &S(X) and (W-0) is equivalent to (CF-I). I ; 
4.7. Theorem. (1) .X &nits the one-point c-&if and only i@ is locally 
cc and satisfies the condition (CF-I) [ 231. 
l(2) X admits the olzeqokzt C-C~ S with S* = Xi’ n clp(flX-‘~.X) ifand 
only if X is locally cc and satisfies the conditions (CF-1) and: (CF-iI) (by 
l;3) / I 
I& X admits the one=poirat c-cf S with .S* = /!W--~~Y if ano! only if X 
is a locclk’y cc space havkzg the ss-discrete ,prqerty and satiq$ies the con- 
ditions (CF-I) anti (CF-II), and pX-X is of p&ype iu fl (b!;r 4.6). 
Using the notion of c-cf, we give a new chaLracterization o$’ isocom- 
pactness; it3 proof is ezsy . 
4.8. Theorem. The following are equaivaknt: 
( 1) X is isocompact ; 
(2) PAP is the c-cf of X; 
(3) tlkterp is a compact s,vace which is a c-cf of X; 
i:4) any compact space contaiazing X as a dearse s&space is af wa4vs Q 
PcfofX; 
(5) an V cc space containing X as a dense su blspac(e is alway,c : c<f oj” 
X. 
4.9. Proposition. Let X (be isocornpact (especia&v, tq590gic0~ Iv cons . 
yleite). X admits the one-point c-cf if and only if X i:s Itaca& c gmptrc:. 
5. Countably-compactifica tions fair M-spaces and1 related 
5. a. [ 91. If X is a space of pc-type whicrta is dense in lJ, th 
is of pc-type in Y, preciseZy, for an;- poi a co 
zero slet F = Z(f), f~ C*(Y), such that x f F c X, and there exist a 
base {lr/, : n E IV) at F where Un is opera in Y for each n. 
$2. Thesrema Let X ,“:t? a space lvith the m-discrete property and let 
@%--X be ,uf pc-type m pX* Then le have: 
(1) If X admits u c-cf S, then S* c /3X-+X. 
(2) If X is an N-0spuce with a c-cf S, then 
(i) T* c /3X-&f for arz:; c-cf T of X, 
(ii) S* = /jrX--@ when S is rthe closed c-cj1 
Proof. (1). Let ,p E S* -- (flX -_ HX). Since PX - X is a space ofpc-type in 
@Y, there is a compact zero set F = Zffa), p E F C I-cx; described in 
5.1 (put X = @ and Y = /3X). E = F R X is a non-empty rpc subs*et of 
II:’ by AL!*2. Since X has the ss=&scxte property, E must be cc. On the 
other hand, p E cl@ (by 2.2) implies that E is not closed in S. This is 
a contradiction, and we have S* c flX-+X 
(2) By 2.6 and 2.1-3, an M-space X has the ss-discrete property and 
fl is of countable type by 2.13(.5). Thus X satisfies the conditions 
about X described in 5.1. Therefore our assertion follows from 3.1 and 
3.s. 
5.3. Leanma. Let @‘-X be of pc-type in PX and X* of pc-type: Then 
few each p E pX-X, there exists ffl E C(@X) such that 
Proof. Since X* is dense in X” w R(X) = clPX*, X* Is of pc-type jn 
XI” u R(X) by 5.1. From 5.1 anid 2he fact that the s ac:e X* U R(X) 
is compact, we may choose a co:mgact zero set Z(hP) containingp such 
th,at Z(N) n R(X) = $!I. On the other hand, since PX-X is of pc-type in 
pi;:,, there is a compact zero set Z(j$) containing p such that 
Zi gp) n SpX - p!X) = $9 by 5. f . Obviously, 
eorem. Suppose that X has the ssdiscrete proyertw cilnd p:X-X I 
is of" pc-type in PX and X* is of pc-type. Then the fo,lZowi~~S;; are equiv- 
dent: 
( 1) _I: rzdmits a c-cf S; 
(2) X u (&IT) is the closed c-cf of X; 
roof. (1) * (2). Eet p E c~&3X--~X) A @X--.X). C&sc>ose fi/l constwcted 
n 
in 5.3 and let I 
4 = [z: f@l[Z)<_ a/n) . 
/ I 
I 
R(X) u S* is closed in S and so is cc. Therefore F, = (R(x’i u S’“) CT Cln -< 
is closed and I I 
g,#F=nF,, cR(X)US”. 
I 
But this is impossible becawe F C Z(P) and 
Z(p) n (R(X) u (PX-p.X)) = @ 
by 5.3. This implies the closedness (.in X*‘) of /SX--@X. Sin& X has the 
ss-discrete property, it is obvious th.at X U @X-+X’) is t.he ,$osed c-c$ of * I 
X. I 
(2) * (3). Since cl&W-&X) z= (PX-&Y) U S(X) by (1) aind 2.11, 
pX--S(X) is locally compact and hence R!(pX) C S(x). On !ihe otPzer 
hand, c $&IX-+X) n A’ := S(X) implies that evexy point of 2$X) has no 
compact nbd in PX. Thus $t.X) C l?(px).. 
I 
(3) * (2). S(X) = I?(@) Implies the: cllosedness (in X”) c$ flX--ply. 
Since Tf has the ss-discrete property, it is clear that X U f&k~X) is the 
closed c-cf of X. 
(2) * (1) is obvious. 
5.5. Theorem. If a space X with the ss-di,screte trsperty satisfies ,lny one 
of the conditions 
(i) fl is ;3f pc-type and S(X) is complzct, 
) d is of ccaunta0Ze type and S(X) is LindelG,f, 
then the foltowing are equivalent: 
(I) X admits u c-cf; 
IbQ TI Isiwatu, C?used cuts a~ubly-cumyactl~~tlu~s 
(2)X admits the closed c-cf X u I/3X-PX); 
(3) s(X) = R&X). 
Proof. (1) * (2). Since S* C fix-+X by 5.2 and S(X) U S* is closed in 
S ant! hence dense in S(X; u (6X--KY), s(X) v S* is cc and 
S(X) u (pX--@) is pc. If fl is of pct>lpe, then OX---fl is realcompact by 
2.13. Thus if X satisfies (i), then S(X) U @X+X) is pc and realcompact, 
and so is compact. If @X Ss of count;ibIe type, then pX_pX is Lindelijf 
by 2.13. Thus if X satisfies (ii), then S(X) U (p-X+X) is pc and LindelBf, 
and so is compact. From the compa&ness of S(X) U @C-pX) and the 
existence of a c-cf S, it is easy to see that X u C’pX-FX) is the closed 
c=Cf OfX 
(2) =+ (3) e (1) follows similarly t’o 5.4. 
From 2.6, 2.13 and 5.5, w have: 
§AiTheorem.Eet X bea Zoc~Zly ccqxxe. If XsatisJ”ies 121zy one ofthe 
conditions 
(i) X hots the ss-discrete property and PX is of pc-type, 
(ii) X is an M-space, 
tAten X admits a c-cf if and only if PX is 1ocaZZy compact (or equivalently, 
i~r cue (ii), there exist3 a quasi-perfect map from X on!to a locally corn-. 
przct metric space). 
In case X is an M-space, we have Theorem 5.8 whil:h displays that 
i;lt~ slaracompactness of S(X) determines precisely tb,e existence of the b 
closed c-cf of X whenever there is a c-cf of X. 
5.7. Len~nna. Let X be an FM-space wr’th a ccf S. Then we have: 
(I) (X* n ~1, S*) - (fl.X - pXj c X* n dpS(,y). 
(2) The isocompactness (equ;‘valently thtz paracompactness) of S(X) 
i5 lplies X* n clPS(X) c flX--pX. 
Proof. (1). Since S is a c-cf, A’(X) u CpX-&Y) is PC and pX-+X is Lin- 
d&%. cl$&Y’) being compact, @X--+X) U C&S(X) is pc and Lindelijf 
and so is compact, which proves (1). 
(2) Let p E X* n c&S(X) - (OX w PX). Since &X is of pc-type by 2.13, 
thl.ere isjlp E C@X) such that p E Z@) C @X and 
W&En = (2: fqz)sr, l/n)} 
is based i\ t Zcfp ). P’* = & n (S* u La(x)) is a non-empty cc hsed subset 
of S anA 
$97&F= Fn c S(X). 
s(X) being isocompact, F must b:e compact and p $ F. Take g@ E C(/K) 
such that g@ 2 0, g+Q) = 0 and Zcfs) n F = fj!l. Bcfhe 
Repeating the above argument, replacing f@ by hfl, #it is easy 3~ see that , 
we have a contradiction. Thus we have X* n c$!W) C: /3X-+X 
5.8. Theorem., If an Mq~ce X admits a c-cf S, t!zelt X admits the closed 
c-cf if and unly if S(X) i.s isocomp42ct, or equival4?n tly, parizcompffct. 
Proof. Sufficiency : Since we have 
by 5.7, x* n clps” = /3X--+X folllows from 3.71.3 being an M-sps.ce, it
is obvious that X U (pX-pX) is the closed c-cf :-sf X 
Necessity follows from 3,3 because X is an M-z Ipace. 
5.9. Remark. There is an M%pace X such that A u @Y--pX) k a c-cf 
of X but not the closed c-c% of X [ 23, Example S .4] . 
6. Pmirzts and M-spaces 
Theorems 4.6 and 5.8 play an important rolle in. this seiztion. 
6.1. Theorem. Let X be an A4qme which is KU CC. l%en: 
( 1) If X2 admits the closed c-c~; thelz X is dt lie/p jmrucsmpact o 
locally cc space with the one-point c-CJF: 
(2) If X is either pamcompact OY G ZocalZy cc k-qme 6 with the cm?- 
point C-CA then A? admits the closed rx’f: 
’ From 6.4(3) telow, we scan Peplace by XE & 
Il’i2 T, lsiwta, Closed counrabty_eompactlTflca~i~ns 
Plroof. (I) I[f ,$(X2) = (8, then X2 and hence X is locally cc. If a space 
Y admits a c-cf, so does every closed subspace of Y [ 231. Thus since 
A’” adrUs the closed c-cf, so also does X Therefore we have that X .c 
admits the one-peint c-cf by 2.12 and 4.7. 
If S(X2 ) # 8, then S(s) is isocompact by 4.3. Since 
xx S(x) c S(xL), 
X must be isocompact, i.e., paracompact. 
(2) If X is paracompact, then A? is a paracompact M-space [ 171 and 
isfocompact. Thus X2 has the closed c-cf 0(X2) by 4.8. 
If X is a locally cc k-space with the one-point c-cf, then by 5.6 and 
2.13, yX is locally compact and paracompact. Since /l(p) = PX X /AX 
f I6] and g(s ) is locally compact and paracompact, 
X2 U @(X2)-+@)) is the closed c-cf of s. 
62. theorem. Let X be an M-space. X is paracompaci and locally com- 
pact if and only if X X Y admits the eked c-cf for any M-space Y with 
the closed c-cf. 
EVoof. Necessity : Z = X X Y is an M-space [ 10, 15 
pz=pxx pY=Xx pY 
([ 191 Ior 6.3(l) below). Kr =pX >i (Y w (PY-fly)) is cc and P=XQ PY 
is compact. Let us put 
K:=K, up. 
0bviously K is cc and contains Z as a dense subspace. We shall prove that 
.K is the closed c-cf of Z. Let F be a closed cc subset of 2. We denote the 
projection from A >f B onto A by pA . ppxF is a. CC subset of X. X being 
palracompact, lBxp,&’ c X, which shows that 
qx x pY JO n (x*x flY)=(b. 
On the other hand, ~2 = X x /uY‘ is topologically complete and 
clirx x BY F= clxx NY F by 2.2. Since pu F is pc and Y admits a ocf, 
cl:,py F is CC and clflypy F c Y. Thus we have 
which shows the closedness (in K) ofI? 
e shall show that K-Z is closed in &X :< PY -- 2. S(,Y> U (PY -- pY’:r 
is closed in fsY and X” X PY is compact. Thus K-Z is clo-ed in 
6X. X fiY - ZP which proves that K is the closed c-cf of 2. 
Sufficiency : Since X X Y admits the closed cmcf, X and hence I(* has 
the closed c-cf by the assumption. By 6.1, X is ekher paracompact or a 
locally cc space which admits the one-point +cfn 
(i) Let X be paracompact and suppose that S(X) # 0. Y = Q @ [O, ;CZ$ 
admits the closed. c-cf PQ @ [O, a). By the assumption, X X Y admits 
the closed e-cl” ar.d X X Y is an M-space [ 171. Thus S(X x ‘Yj is paraw 
compact by 5.8 and contains a closed subset hom,keomorphic w th Y. 
This means that Y is paracompact, which. is impossibk because [O, a] 
is not paracompact. Thus S(X) must be empty, which shows that Xi!: 
locally cc and hence liocally compact because x iri a pczracom:pact M- 
space. 
(iJ Let X be a locally cc M-space havkg tlhe one~point c-cf 
X U ($X-&K); /3X-- PX 3s compact and irX is locahy compact. For the 
space Y in (i) above, % X Y admits the closed c-c.I’ and1 hence s(,YX Y) 
= X X S(Y) must be isocompact. X is therefore isocompact, which im- 
plies the paraconapactness of X, i.e., X iE; lsc4ally csrlquct and p~~acorn- 
p%9. 
We consider the following two classes of cc spxes and M-spal;Gs 
respectively: 
Q = (X: X is cc an4 XX Y is t.\; for any cc space Y} [ &‘I 2.3. 
gM = (X: X is an M-wpace and XX Y :iis an M-space for any 
M-space Y.) [ 1 S] I 
Before giving Theorem 6.5 and 6.7, x4xich dispk~y the reHil3nship 
between the classes Cb and GgM, we nel;;d the following theore:m for 
later use. 
6.3. (1)If XX Y isan Mqmce, then pLXX Y) =pXX r_cY if andondy if 
F X E is cc for each closed’ subset .F‘ (w.:rp. E) of x” (req. Y) [ 19 j . 
(2) If X is apt M-space, thea X E & ,!;I if artd only if F E CZ fbr 
cc closed subset F of X [ X9] ., 
364 T. Ii&ate, Closed counttibly-co~~~retif”tcations 
64. Propcssitim. Let X be an M-space. Then :: 
(1)IfXuLE&whereLcflZ-p.X,the,rzXuLisac+fofX. 
(2) Ij’X admits a c-cf S, then S E Q if and only if X E 6, and 
‘X X Y admits a c-cf S x T for every M-space Y with a c-cf T. 
(3)3,fX~ @,, th en p(X X Y) = pX X pY for every M-space Y. 
(4) If X admits a c-cf S and X E @,, then X u cl,S’ E Q . 0 
P’roof~ I( I ) Let F be a cc closed subset of X. Since cl,F C FX, F is clased 
inXu L, andXu L isac-cfofX. 
(2) The sufficiency is; obvious and we prove the necessrty. Since S is 
a c-cf of X, each cc closed subset F of X is closed in S and it is clear 
that S E @ implies FE hs, . By &3(2), we have X E 0 M. Obviously 
S X T is cc and the fact that S X T is a c-cf of X X Y has been obtained 
by PiIorita [ 231. 
(3) Since X E & if, X X Y is an M-space and each cc closed subset 
F of X belongs to Q by 6.3(2). Using 6.3( 1) we have &XX Y) = 
;E(XX /AY 
(4) Let Y be any cc space. To prove (4) it is sufficient to show that 
Z = (X V cl$*) X Y is cc. Since Y X clPS* is cc, we will prove that 
ezxh discrete subset 
t 2,: 2, = (.A:,, y,), x, E x Yn E rt 
has at least one accumulation point in 2. Without loss of generality, we 
may suppose that 
because X X Y is an M-space. We notice that @’ X Y) = pX X PY by 
XE 5 M and (3), and 
xx Ycp(Xx Y)cp(xx Y) 
by 2.2(4). Now we considelr the identity map i : p(X X Y) + p(X X Y), 
and extend it to the map @ : F(X X y) + /3X x PY. Obviously 
QL c /3Xx p-Y--pxx pY. 
On the other hand, since /CX X Y is cc, we have &n (@.Xx Y)f hus 
T: Isiwata, G?o se! dconnta bby-cosnpac tifications 165 
@Xx Y)n @Xx fly-+Xx: pY)z@, 
{zn } has an alixumulaticb;l point in 2. 
25. Theorem. If .X is an M-spmx with the dosed c-cf S, then 2 E 15, 
if and only if S E 6 . 
Proof. The only if part follows from 6.4(4) and cl$* = S, The if part 
follows from 6.4(:2). 
6.6. Example. Novak [ 251 ccnstructed cc subspaces N u M and N u L 
such that 
(l)KuL=N”“andKnL=@, 
(2) every compact subset of N CJ K (or N L: L) is finite and 
(3) (N U K) X (N U E) is not cc. 
By (3), both spaces are cc bu,t do not belong ‘10 Q . 
hoof. If X is cc, then X E 0 folllows directly Ifrom the assumption (no- 
tice that X is itself the c-cf o-r: X). Now suppose that X i:: not CC. “;l”~? 
there is a discrete subset A = {xn } . Since X has the ss-disxeie p~$erty , 
it is no loss of generality to suppose that $A is homeomorphic with 
flN. We abbreviate c’.,A by flN. Let r be a c-cf of X and l:t us ;DU~ S = 
T U cl@A. It is clear that S is a c-cf of X. Let N U K be the space of 6.6, 
cand consider the {space S-K. I3y the properties tate\& in 6.5, it is easy 
tzr see that S-K is a c-cf of A. By the assumption, S-K E & and N U L 
(in 6.6) is a closed subspace of S-K. S-K E QI implies N U L E 6 , 
which means that 2 = (N u A:) X (N u L) is cc. But lit is known by 6.6 
that 2 1s not cc. Thus X musli’ be cc, so X E (8 . 
6.8. Remark. (1) X = (N u 1’) @ Q is an M-space with the closed c-cf 
(N U K) 53 /?Q $ Q: . This sho.NFs that we cannoit drop .JC E @ 
(see 6.6). 
(2) It is not necessarily tsuca thyit I e existejqce of ;a 6-c 
166 F Ikiwts, Cbsed count~6~~ompoct~~c~t~n~~ 
implies S E 6 . For example, let us put X = N @ [O, sZl] m It is obvious 
thatXEQ [IO,153 andS=(WWK)@[O,~] isac-cfofXand 
S $ Q (see 6.7). On the other hand, T ;= ON @ [ 0, a] is the closed c-cf 
ofXand TE Q . 
(3) In 6.4(4) it is not valid that X U c’pS* = X w @X-+X), that is, 
S is the closed c-cf of X. For example, let us put X = Q X [0, a] and 
T = @Q X IO, 52). Since X = S(X) and X is an M-space, X has not the 
closed c-cf by 5.8. On the other hand, T is a c-cf of X,. and let Q, be the 
Stone extension of the identity from X onto XC /3Q :>( [0, C2] and S = 
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